We present the first (criterion space search) algorithm for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of bi-objective mixed integer linear programs. The proposed algorithm is developed based on the Triangle Splitting Method (Boland et al. 2015b ) which can find a full representation of the nondominated frontier of any bi-objective mixed integer linear program. The proposed algorithm is easy to implement and converges quickly to an optimal solution. An extensive computational study shows the efficacy of the algorithm. We numerically show that the proposed algorithm can be used to quickly generate a provably high-quality approximate solution because it maintains a lower bound and an upper bound on the optimal value of the linear function at any point in time.
Introduction
Many real-world optimization problems involve multiple competing objectives, i.e., it is impossible to find a feasible solution that simultaneously optimizes all objectives. Consequently, it is not surprising that the focus of the multi-objective optimization community has been primarily on developing effective techniques for generating some (if not all) efficient solutions, i.e., solutions in which it is impossible to improve the value of one objective without a deterioration in the value of at least one other objective, of multi-objective optimization problems. This is mainly because understanding the trade-offs between objectives can help decision makers select their preferred solutions. Interested readers may refer to Dächert et al. (2012) , Dächert and Klamroth (2014) , Kirlik and Sayın (2014) , Özpeynirci and Köksalan (2010) , Lokman and Köksalan (2013) , Özlen et al. (2013) , Przybylski and Gandibleux (2017) , Przybylski et al. (2010) , Soylu and Yıldız (2016) , and Boland et al. (2015a Boland et al. ( ,b, 2016a for recent advances on exact solution approaches for multi-objective optimization problems.
Although understanding the trade-offs between objectives can be valuable, some researchers argue (see for instance Jorge (2009) ) that presenting too many efficient solutions can confuse a decision maker, and so may make selecting a preferred solution almost impossible. An approach that alleviates this issue is finding a preferred solution among the set of efficient solutions directly and is known as optimizing over the efficient set, which is a global optimization problem (Benson (1984) ). In this approach, the goal is to directly optimize a function (which can be linear or nonlinear) over the set of efficient solutions (preferably without enumerating all of them).
Note that there is a strong connection between the so-called lexicographic optimization (Ehrgott 2005 ) and the problem of optimizing over the efficient set. In the simplest form of lexicographic optimization, there are two functions, denoted by z 1 (x) and f (x), that one of them has a higher priority, e.g., z 1 (x), compared to the other one. So, in this case, decision makers would like to find a solution that optimizes f (x) among all solutions that optimizes z 1 (x). Now, consider a generalized version of the lexicographic optimization in which there is set of objective functions {z 1 (x), . . . , z p (x)} that are equally important and they all have a higher priority compared to another objective function f (x). So, in this case, decision makers would like to find a solution that optimizes f (x) among all solutions that optimizes {z 1 (x), . . . , z p (x)}. Observe that this is precisely the problem of optimization over the efficient set. In fact, such lexicographic optimization problems arise in some real-world settings. For example, in the field of conservation planning, z i (x) can be considered as the extinction risk of species i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and f (x) can be considered as the total cost (Nicholson and Possingham 2006) . Note too that developing (effective) solution approaches for optimizing over the efficient set has two other benefits in addition to the fact that it can help decision makers find their perfected solutions:
1. It can help us solve one of the classical problems in the field of multi-objective optimization: computing the nadir point, i.e., the point in criterion space given by the worst value of each of the objective functions over the set of efficient solutions. Obviously, to compute each component of the nadir point, a special case of the problem of optimizing over the efficient set can be solved (Boland et al. 2016b , Köksalan and Lokman 2015 , Kirlik and Sayın 2015 , Ozpeynirci 2017 ).
2. It may help us solve certain single-objective optimization problems effectively. In other words, there are certain single-objective optimization problems that can be viewed as the problem of optimizing over the efficient set and can be solved faster in practice (Charkhgard et al. 2018 , Gao et al. 2006 , Shao and Ehrgott 2016 . For example, max x∈X p i=1 z i (x) when z i (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ X and i = 1, . . . , p is equivalent to the problem of maximizing p i=1 z i (x) over the set of efficient solutions of max x∈X {z 1 (x), . . . , z p (x)}.
It is worth mentioning there exist many studies about solving the problem of optimizing a linear function over the efficient set of multi-objective linear programs, see for instance Benson (1984) , Benson (1991) , Benson (1992) , Benson (1993) , Dauer (1991) , Ecker and Song (1994) , Sayin (2000) and Yamamoto (2002) . Moreover, there are a few studies on optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of multi-objective pure integer linear programs, see for instance Abbas and Chaabane (2006) , Jorge (2009) , Djamal and Marc (2010) , Chaabane et al. (2012) and Boland et al. (2016b) .
However, no exact algorithm is known for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of multi-objective mixed integer linear programs (with an arbitrary number of objective functions). One reason for this observation is that the existing algorithms developed for pure integer cases cannot straightforwardly be applied to mixed integer cases in general.
Such algorithms use the fact that the nondominated frontier of pure integer instances is discrete. So, there exists an ε > 0 that can capture the minimum distance between any two points in the nondominated frontier of such problems. For example, if all coefficients of the objective functions are integers then ε can be safely set to 1. For mixed integer instances the only accurate value for ε is 0. However, those algorithms by construction never terminate if one chooses a value of 0 or close to it for ε. This is because they keep producing some nondominated points again and again if ε is very small. Also, if one chooses a large value for ε then the algorithm terminates but it will not be an exact method anymore. Because such an algorithm basically approximates the nondominated frontier by a finite set of discrete points and so they conduct the optimization over the approximate efficient set.
Another reason is that, to this date, no exact algorithm has been developed for finding a full representation of the nondominated frontier, i.e., the set of points in criterion space corresponding to the set of efficient solutions, of multi-objective mixed integer linear programs with an arbitrary number of objective functions. If such an algorithm exists then they can be possibly modified for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions.
However, fortunately, since a few algorithms have been recently developed for finding a full 3 representation of the nondominated frontier of bi-objective mixed integer linear programs (see for instance Boland et al. (2015b) , Fattahi and Turkay (2018) , Soylu and Yıldız (2016) , and Vincent et al. (2013) ), generating an exact algorithm for optimizing a linear function over the efficient set of bi-objective mixed integer linear programs should now be possible.
In light of the above, the main contribution of our research is to develop the first algorithm for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of bi-objective mixed integer linear programs. Our algorithm employs the main components of the triangle splitting method which is one of the fastest exact criterion space search algorithms, i.e., methods that search in the space of objective function values, for computing a full representation of the nondominated frontier of a bi-objective mixed integer linear programs (Boland et al. 2015b) . By conducting an extensive computational study, we demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. The new algorithm has the following desirable characteristics:
• It is both easy to understand and easy to implement.
• It maintains a global lower bound and a global upper bound for the linear function at any point in time. So the algorithm is inherently good for quickly generating a provably high-quality approximate solution.
• The algorithm has minimal requirements in terms of information storage.
• The algorithm relies on solving single-objective mixed integer linear programs, and so it automatically benefits from any advances on single-objective mixed integer linear programming solvers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the main concepts in bi-objective mixed integer linear programming and also provide a high-level description of the triangle splitting method and some necessary mathematical operations. In Section 3, we describe the problem of optimizing over the efficient set and sketch the basis of our proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we present our proposed algorithm in detail. In Section 5, we graphically show the performance of the proposed algorithm using a small example. In Section 6, we describe some implementation issues and enhancement techniques. In Section 7, we provide a comprehensive computational study. Finally, in Section 8, we provide some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide some preliminaries that are essential for explaining the contents of other sections. 4
Bi-objective mixed integer linear programming
A Bi-Objective Mixed Integer Linear Program (BOMILP) can be stated as follows:
where
It is assumed that X is bounded and z i (x I , x C ) = c i,I x I + c i,C x C where c i,I ∈ R n 1 and c i,C ∈ R n 2 for i = 1, 2 represents a linear objective function. The image Y of X under vectorvalued function z := (z 1 , z 2 ) represents the feasible set in the objective/criterion space, that
The set of all efficient solutions is denoted by X E . The set of all nondominated points z(x I , x C ) for (x I , x C ) ∈ X E is denoted by Y N and referred to as the nondominated frontier. Figure 1 An illustration of different types of (feasible) points in the criterion space
Definition 2. If there exists a vector (λ
In summary, based on Definition 1, the elements of Y can be divided into two groups including dominated and nondominated points. Furthermore, based on Definitions 2 and 3, 5 the nondominated points can be divided into unsupported nondominated points, non-extreme supported nondominated points and extreme supported nondominated points. Overall, biobjective optimization problems are concerned with finding an exact representation of the elements of Y N , i.e., all nondominated points including supported and unsupported nondominated points. An illustration of the set Y when n 2 = 0, i.e., there is no continuous variable, and its corresponding categories are shown in Figure 1 .
Second objective value
First objective value frontier. So, although we assumed that X is bounded, we observe that the nondominated frontier of a BOMILP may still contain an infinite number of nondominated points (because of the existence of continuous segments) and so computing a (finite) exact representation of the nondominated frontier is quite challenging. So, that is one of the main reasons that only very few exact algorithms are developed for BOMILPs.
In general, another important difficulty of dealing with BOMILPs that (to the best of our knowledge) is not discussed enough in the literature is the implementation issue. Developing a stable prototype implementation of the exact algorithms for BOMILPs is not an easy task and the literature is suffering from that. When it comes to the implementation, different existing algorithms may perform differently on a given instance. Although they can approximately generate the nondominated frontier with (possibly) high and acceptable level of precision, they may be different in terms of outcomes (for a fixed level of precision). For example, some may report more nondominated line segments or points, and some may report less. However, finding 6 more points and segments does not necessarily imply superiority because numerical issues can occur all the time when dealing with mixed integer instances, especially for instances that their nondominated frontier is almost continuous and has a high level of curvature. In light of this observation, we believe that the C++ prototype implementation of the algorithm that we have developed in this study is stable. This is due to the fact that we have also implemented the same algorithm in other programming languages and they all report the same.
Optimization over the efficient set of a BOMILP
The problem of optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of a BOMILP can be stated as follows:
where X E is the set of efficient solutions of Problem (1) and f (x I , x C ) = c f,I x I + c f,C x C where c f,I ∈ R n 1 and c f,C ∈ R n 2 represents a linear function. To ensure that the problem cannot be solved straightforwardly, we assume that X = X E and f (x) is not a strictly positive linear combination of z 1 (x) and z 2 (x). Note that if X = X E or f (x) is a strictly positive linear combination of z 1 (x) and z 2 (x) then Problem (2) is equivalent to min
Figure 3
Image of some efficient solutions in the criterion space
Next, we provide some notation and operations that form the basis for the new algorithm.
However, before that we make two important observations. Observation 1. There may exist one or more efficient solutions with the same image in the criterion space. So, after discovering a nondominated point, we often need to find a solution among all feasible solutions corresponding to that point which has the minimum value for f (x I , x C ). For example, in Figure 3 , it is observed that ( 
C ) provides the best upper (or primal) bound for the optimal value of Problem (2).
Overall, we use the notation (x l I , x l C ) ∈ X for a local lower bound solution and (x u I , x u C ) ∈ X E for a local upper bound solution.
Key Operations
In this section, we first present a brief explanation of the Triangle Splitting Method (TSM) and its key operations that form the basis of our algorithm (Boland et al. 2015b ). We also describe some operations that do not exist in TSM but are necessary for our algorithm to compute efficient solutions and bounds.
The triangle splitting method
One of the effective (criterion space search) algorithms for BOMILPs is TSM (Boland et al. 2015b) . Since this algorithm provides the basis for the development of our algorithm, we next explain a high-level description of TSM. However, before doing so, we note that Boland et al. (2015b) has developed an optional and heuristic operation for simplifying the results that TSM reports. So, after producing the nondominated frontier by TSM, users can optionally call this operation to obtain a simpler representation of the frontier with the cost of losing the accuracy. So, such an operation is not required and so will not be employed in this study. TSM maintains a list of rectangles and right-angled triangles (in the criterion space) that need to be explored. At the beginning, this list is empty. So, TSM first computes the endpoints of the nondominated frontier. These two points are then used to define the first rectangle containing all the "not yet found" nondominated points, as shown in Figure 4a . The algorithm explores a rectangle by finding the locally extreme supported nondominated points within the rectangle. Now it can be shown that by finding these points, the rectangle can be split into a set of right-angled triangles containing all "not yet found" nondominated points, as shown in Figure 4b . The algorithm explores a triangle by first checking whether its hypotenuse is part of the nondominated frontier. If that is the case, then the triangle is removed from 8 the list, otherwise it is split into at most two other rectangles. This operation is further illustrated in Figure 4c , where the hypotenuse of the top triangle in Figure 4b is not part of the nondominated frontier and so it is split into two new rectangles. The algorithm repeats these procedures until finding a full representation of the nondominated frontier, i.e., the list of rectangles and triangles becomes empty.
In lights of the above, we now explain the notation and operations that are used in TSM and are necessary for the development of our algorithm. Let z 1 = (z we denote by H(z 1 , z 2 ) the line segment in the criterion space defined by the points z 1 and z 2 , i.e., the hypotenuse of triangle
Lexicographic Operation. The top endpoint, denoted by z T , of the nondominated frontier can be found by solving two (single-objective) Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) in sequence, as follows:
As this operation will be called frequently in our algorithm, we introduce the following notation to represent the process:
Similarly, the bottom endpoint, denoted by z B , of the nondominated frontier can be found by solving:
Weighted Sum Method Operation. Another frequently used operation is the weighted sum method (Aneja and Nair (1979) ). We denote this operation by Weighted-Sum-Method(z 1 , z 2 )
where z 1 , z 2 ∈ Y N . This operation uses the following optimization problem to find all locally extreme supported nondominated points of a given rectangle R(z 1 , z 2 ):
where λ 1 , λ 2 > 0. We note that only the value of λ 1 and λ 2 will be iteratively updated during the course of the weighted sum method (and not the set of constraints). In other words, in each iteration, for a given pair of nondominated points (z , z ) with z 1 < z 1 and z 2 > z 2 , we set λ 1 = z 2 − z 2 and λ 2 = z 1 − z 1 . The first pair of points that will be used is (z 1 , z 2 ). It is not hard to see that using this pair, the value of objective function is parallel to the line that connects the points z 1 and z 2 in the criterion space as shown in Figure 5 . We note that by Definition 2, the corresponding optimization problem always returns a new locally supported nondominated point z * . However, this point can be an extreme point only if
. So, if this condition holds, the process will be repeated recursively for pairs (z 1 , z * ) and (z * , z 2 ).
Overall, at the end of the weighted sum method, the list of points that we have discovered contains all locally extreme supported nondominated points as well as (possibly) some nonextreme supported nondominated points.
Objective function Next nondominated point
Figure 5
Weighted sum optimization problem Line Detector Operation. This operation is a (single-objective) MILP that determines whether some or all points on the hypotenuse of a given triangle T (z 1 , z 2 ) are nondominated points based on the following theorem, and it is denoted by Line-Detector(z 1 , z 2 ).
Theorem 1. Let z 1 and z 2 be two nondominated points in the criterion space. If
and there exists an x I ∈ X I and x 1 C and x 2 C ∈ R m such that Boland et al. 2015b) Specifically, suppose that for a given triangle T (z 1 , z 2 ) generated during the course of TSM, we simultaneously find two feasible solutions (
C ) ∈ X such that the following three conditions hold:
• If there is a difference between solutions, it is only because of the values of continuous decision variables.
• For the first solution, we must have that z(x I , x 1 C ) = z 1 .
• For the second solution, we must have that z(
If these conditions hold at the same time then the line segment between the point z 1 and
C ) is part of the nondominated frontier. Obviously, such a line segment is a subset of H(z 1 , z 2 ), so the goal would be to maximize the length of the line segment to hopefully cover the entire hypotenuse. This can be achieved by solving the following MILP:
Note that the first and second constraints can be written in the form of equality as well but since z 1 is a nondominated point it is computationally better to use inequalities. An illustration of this optimization problem can be found in Figure 6 .
Figure 6 Line detector operation
Triangle Split Operation. This operation splits a given triangle T (z 1 , z 2 ). We denote this operation by Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) or Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical) when we split a triangle first horizontally (and then possibly vertically) or first vertically (and then possibly horizontally), respectively. We now explain Split-Triangle(z
Figure 7 Horizontal splitting of triangle
nondominated frontier in the search region. This can be done using the following lexicographic operation:
Next, as shown in Figure 7b , we cut the triangle vertically based on the position of z(
and explore the left part of the triangle to compute the bottom (local) endpoint of the nondominated frontier in that search region. This can be done using the following lexicographic operation:
Finally, as shown in Figure 7c , after computing these two new nondominated points, the triangle can be changed to (at most) two new rectangles R z 1 , z(x I , x C ) and R z(
Obviously, there is no need to consider R z
As an aside, to avoid spending the valuable computational time on (potential) redundant calculations, we set (x I , x C ) = (x I , x C ) and skip solving the second lexicographic operation if the image of (x I , x C ) in the criterion space is on the horizontal cut line, i.e.,
We note that Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical) can be defined similarly. In other words, we first need to compute:
and then follow it by:
It is worth mentioning that TSM (and our proposed algorithm in this study) alternates between Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) and Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical) to be able to discover both horizontal and vertical gaps in the nondominated frontier.
Computing local upper bound solutions
During the course of the new algorithm, e.g., when splitting a triangle, we often discover a nondominated point z 1 ∈ Y N . In that case, based on Observation 1, we solve the following optimization problem to obtain a local upper bound solution:
We denote this operation by UB-Finder-Point(z 1 ).
When we are exploring a right-angeled triangle T (z 1 , z 2 ) during the course of the proposed algorithm, we may discover that the hypotenuse of the triangle is part of the nondominated frontier, i.e., H(z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ Y N . So, in this case, based on Observation 1, we solve the following optimization problem to obtain a local upper bound solution:
We denote this operation by UB-Finder-Line(z 1 , z 2 ).
Computing local lower bound solutions
Before exploring a rectangle R(z 1 , z 2 ) during the course of the proposed algorithm, based on Observation 2, we solve the following optimization problem to obtain a local lower bound solution:
We denote this operation by LB-Finder-Rectangle(z 1 , z 2 ). Similarly, before exploring a triangle T (z 1 , z 2 ) during the course of the proposed algorithm, based on Observation 2, we solve the following optimization problem to obtain a local lower bound solution:
We denote this operation by LB-Finder-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 ). 13
Computing an efficient solution based on a local lower solution
After computing a local lower bound solution (
we often try to compute an efficient solution in
. In order to do so, we solve the following optimization problem:
We denote this operation by Find-NDP(z(x l I , x l C )). Note that showing that this operation returns an efficient solution within the search region defined by T (z 1 , z 2 ) where z 1 , z 2 ∈ Y N is straightforward, and so we have omitted the proof. Note too that computing (x I , x C ) is useful since we often use it as an alternative to split T (z 1 , z 2 ). This implies that after computing
and R(z(x I , x C ), z 2 ).
The new algorithm
The new algorithm maintains a priority queue of rectangles and triangles. Specifically, each element of the priority queue is denoted by (z 1 , z 2 , shape, direction, LB) where 'shape' is either triangle or rectangle; 'z 1 ' and 'z 2 ' are the corner points of the corresponding rectangle or triangle; 'direction' is either horizontal or vertical and it indicates that if the shape is a triangle and we want to split it then how this process should be done; and 'LB' is the (local)
lower bound corresponding to this element (obtained by using the techniques developed in Section 3.3). At the beginning of the algorithm, the priority queue is initialized with (z T , z B , rectangle, horizontal, −∞). An illustration of the initial rectangle can be found in Figure 8 . The algorithm also maintains a global upper bound and global lower bound for 14
Problem (2) denoted by GU B and GLB, respectively. Let (x * I , x * C ) ∈ X E be the best efficient solution that has been found at any point during the course of the algorithm. Obviously,
. Note that we set GU B = +∞ at the beginning of the algorithm. Also, the GLB is equal to the minimum value of LB in all elements of the priority queue. We assume that the priority queue is sorted in nondecreasing order of the value of LB at any point in time. Consequently, the local lower bound corresponding to the first element of the list is always GLB. It is worth mentioning that the algorithm terminates as soon as the priority queue is empty or the optimality gap is below a certain threshold. Note that if the priority queue becomes empty then the optimality gap is naturally zero. Next, we explain how the algorithm works in each iteration.
In each iteration, the algorithm pops out the first element of the priority queue and denote it by (z 1 , z 2 , shape, direction, LB). Note that when an element is popped out from the priority queue then that element does not exist in the priority queue anymore. The algorithm first sets GLB = LB and then computes both the relative and absolute optimality gaps. Let 1 , 2 > 0 be small positive values that are defined by users. If
the algorithm terminates and reports (x * I , x * C ) as an optimal solution. Note that ε 1 is just introduced to modify the denominator of the relative gap for cases with GU B = 0. So, in this study, we simply assume that ε 1 = 10 −5 .
So, in the remaining, we assume that 
Figure 9 Changing rectangle R(z 1 , z 2 ) into smaller triangles So, in the remaining, we assume that z 1 = z 2 . Now, if the shape is rectangle then the algorithm simply applies the weighted sum method in the rectangle to find all locally extreme supported nondominated points. We denote the outcome of the weighted sum operation by
for each v = 1, . . . , k − 1. After finding these points, the algorithm adds k − 1 new elements to the priority queue that are all triangles.
Specifically, it adds ( z v , z v+1 , triangle, direction, GLB) to the priority queue for each v = 1, . . . , k −1. Note that the direction and the local lower bound of the new elements are the same as the direction and the local lower bound of the rectangle that is explored (we know that, by construction, GLB = LB). It is worth mentioning that the algorithm does not attempt to find better lower bounds for the new triangles simply because we have observed that this is computationally expensive (in practice). An illustration of the generated triangles after exploring R(z 1 , z 2 ) can be found in Figure 9 . Now, if the shape is triangle, i.e., T (z 1 , z 2 ), then the algorithm checks whether
is partially or entirely part of the nondominated frontier. In other words, the algorithm calls Line-Detector(z 1 , z 2 ) and denotes its corresponding optimal solution by ( x I , x C ). From the theory of the line detector operation (presented in Section 3.1), we know that the line segment between z 1 and ( x I , x C ) should be part of the nondominated frontier. So, now one of the two possible cases may arise:
• Case I: z 1 = z( x I , x C ) (which is equivalent to z 1 ( x I , x C ) > z 1 1 based on the construction of the line detector operation)
• Case II: z 1 = z( x I , x C ) (which is equivalent to z 1 ( x I , x C ) = z 1 1 based on the construction of the line detector operation) not entirely part of the nondominated frontier, i.e., z 1 ( x I , x C ) < z 2 1 , then the algorithm adds (z( x I , x C ), z 2 , triangle, direction, GLB) to the priority. Note that the new element is a smaller version of the initial triangle, i.e., T (z 1 , z 2 ). An illustration of such a triangle can be found in ) ≥ GU B then there is no need to explore the triangle any further and so the algorithm starts a new iteration. Otherwise, we need to split the triangle, i.e., T (z 1 , z 2 ), into two new rectangles, denoted by R(z 1 ,z) and R(z, z 2 ) wherez,z ∈ Y N andz,z ∈ T (z 1 , z 2 ).
We also denoted byL andL a (local) lower bound corresponding to rectangles R(z 1 ,z) and A detailed description of the proposed algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.
Operation Explore-Triangle
We now explain the details of the operation Explore-Triangle ( 2 )ε 3 where 3 ∈ (0, 1) is a user defined parameter. The default value of 3 is 0.15 in our implementation of the algorithm since this value performs the best for all our computational experiments. So, two possible cases may arise:
Algorithm 1: The new algorithm 1 GLB ← −∞; GU B ← +∞; P Q.create(P ); P Q.add(P, (z T , z B , rectangle, horizontal, −∞)) 2 Search Done ← F alse 3 while not P Q.empty(P ) and Search Done = F alse do 4 P Q.pop(P, (z 1 , z 2 , shape, direction, LB))
ifL < GU B and z 1 =z then 38 P Q.add(P, (z 1 ,z, rectangle, direction,L)) 39 ifL < GU B and z 2 =z then 40 P Q.add(P, (z, z 2 , rectangle, direction,L)) We now explain Case B. In this case, the operation attempts to split the triangle using the standard way that TSM employs (see Section 3.1). This implies that if direction = horizontal then the operation calls Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) to compute (x I , x C ) and (x I , x C ), 19
and then it changes the direction to 'vertical' (since as we explained in Section 3.1, the direction should alternate in TSM). Similarly, if direction = vertical then the operation calls Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical) to compute (x I , x C ) and (x I , x C ), and then it changes the direction to 'horizontal'.
Note that (x I , x C ) and (x I , x C ) are efficient solutions. So, next the operation calls UB-Finder-Point z(x I , x C ) to compute an upper solution denoted by (x I ,x C ). Also, it calls UB-Finder-Point z(x I , x C ) to compute an upper solution denoted by (x I ,x C ) if z(x I , x C ) = z(x I , x C ). Otherwise, it simply sets (x I ,x C ) = (x I ,x C ). After computing (x I ,x C ) and (x I ,x C ), the operation setsz = z(x I ,x C ) andz = z(x I ,x C ). The operation then computes the best upper bound solution as follows:
Finally, we again note that the operation also needs to compute lower bounds (for the new rectangles). Ifz = z 1 then the operation immediately calls LB-Finder-Rectangle (z 1 ,z) to computeL. Otherwise, it setsL = f (x I ,x C ) since, by construction, (x I ,x C ) should provide a lower bound. Similarly, ifz = z 2 then the operation immediately calls LB-Finder-Rectangle (z, z 2 ) to computeL. Otherwise, it setsL = f (x I ,x C ).
A detailed description of Explore-Triangle (x l I , x l C ), z 1 , z 2 , direction is shown in Algorithm 2. We now make one final comment to avoid redundant calculations:
• For Case B, before calling LB-Finder-Rectangle (z 1 ,z), we first need to check whether z) . If that is the case then we know thatL = f (x l I , x l C ). Similarly, before calling LB-Finder-Rectangle (z, z 2 ), we first need to check whether z(
that is the case then we know thatL = f (x l I , x l C ).
A small example
In this section, we use the example introduced by Belotti et al. (2013) :
Note that because the proposed algorithm works with z 1 (x I , x C ) and z 2 (x I , x C ) in minimization form, the coefficients of the objective functions are multiplied by −1 during the course of the algorithm. However, for consistency with Belotti et al. (2013) , we report their values as if we are solving the maximization form in all figures in this section.
The (exact) nondominated frontier of the presented BOMILP is shown in Figure 12 . Now suppose that we want to solve min (x I ,x C )∈X E f (x I , x C ) where X E is the set of efficient solutions of the presented BOMILP. We constructed four different settings in which the only difference between them is the linear function, i.e., f (x I , x C ). 
The exact nondominated frontier of the example
For the first three settings, the coefficients of f (x I , x C ) are drawn randomly from the discrete uniform distribution from the interval [−100, 100] for both continuous and integer variables.
For the fourth setting, we set f (x I , x C ) = z 1 (x I , x C ) + z 2 (x I , x C ). Note that we considered this linear function since minimizing f (x I , x C ) becomes contradictory to the nature of problem (in which z 1 (x I , x C ) and z 2 (x I , x C ) should be maximized). So, we expect that such a problem to be harder to solve. The partial nondominated frontiers generated during the course of the proposed algorithm for Settings 1 to 4 are shown in Figures 13a to 13d , respectively. In these figures, we also report f (x I , x C ), its optimal value (denoted by f * ), and the image of the obtained optimal solution in the criterion space. The latter is shown by a triangle symbol.
Observe that in all settings, only a proportion of the true nondominated frontier is explored during the course of algorithm. Of course, this is precisely what we hoped to achieve (in practice) by the proposed algorithm. Also, not surprisingly, for Setting 4, we see that the a larger proportion of the nondominated frontier is explored since the algorithm obtains weak lower/dual bounds when f ( 
f ( 
Figure 13 The partial nondominated frontier of the example generated under each setting
Implementation issues and enhancements
Since our proposed algorithm is based on TSM, the implementation tips described in Boland et al. (2015b) should be employed. We now introduce the most important ones, but interested readers may refer to Boland et al. (2015b) for further details.
• Tip 1: Adding as few objective function based constraints as possible to the (singleobjective) MILP formulations (arising during the course of the algorithm) often reduces the numerical issues and improves the performance of the proposed algorithm in practice. So, in the proposed algorithm, we can replace any instance of z(
This is possible since we always have that
2 ) can be simplified to:
• Tip 2: Providing (high-quality) initial feasible solutions to a MILP solver (whenever possible) often improves the performance of the proposed algorithm in practice. One of the feature of the TSM is that it naturally can provide a feasible solution for solving any (singleobjective) MILP (after finding z T and z B ) that arises during its course. The same feature is also true for the proposed algorithm. While exploring T (z 1 , z 2 ) or R(z 1 , z 2 ), the solution corresponding to z 1 or z 2 (or both) are feasible and so they can be provided. In general, all operations defined in this study take some points in the criterion space as inputs. So, we can provide the solutions corresponding to those points to (single-objective) MILP solvers.
Next, we present some enhancements and we later in Section 7 show their effectiveness in practice.
Enhancement 1 (E 1 ). When calling the operations Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) and Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical), we can sometimes avoid solving some of the optimization problems.
Specifically, we know that the first step of Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) is to solve the following lexicographic operation:
Note that during the course of the algorithm, we are always in the situation that z 1 are z 2 are nondominated points. Consequently, if after solving the first optimization problem in the above lexicographic operation, the optimal objective value is equal to z 2 1 then we do not need to solve the second optimization problem since we must have that z(x I , x C ) = z 2 .
Also, we know that the second step of Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , horizontal) is to solve the following lexicographic operation:
Consequently, if after solving the first optimization problem in the above lexicographic operation, the value of the optimal objective value is equal to z 1 2 then we do not need to solve the second optimization problem since we must have that z(x I , x C ) = z 1 .
The above observations are also valid for Split-Triangle(z 1 , z 2 , vertical). 
A computational study
We conduct a comprehensive computational study to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm. We use the C++ programming language to implement the proposed approach, and employ CPLEX 12.7 as the single-objective mixed integer linear programming solver. All computational experiments are carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R630 with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 2.2 GHz 12-Core Processors (30MB), 128GB RAM, and the RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.8 operating system. We only use a single thread for all experiments.
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, we modify 25 BOMILPs used in Boland et al. (2015b) to generate instances for Problem (2). It is worth mentioning that these 25
BOMILPs are divided into 5 classes (each contains 5 BOMILPs). Each class is denoted by Cm where m is the number of constraints of each BOMILP in that class. The number of variables and the number of constraints of each instance are equal, i.e., (n 1 + n 2 = m), and half of the variables are binary while the remaining variables are continuous.
From each BOMILP, we generate 10 different instances for Problem (2). The only difference between these 10 instances is the linear function, i.e., f (x I , x C ). The coefficients of the linear function are randomly drawn from the discrete uniform distribution in the interval [−100, 100] 25
for both continuous and integer variables. Note that for each BOMILP, the generated linear functions can be different. Consequently, in total, 25 × 10 = 250 instances are tested during this comprehensive study.
The code and instances used in this study can all be found at https://goo.gl/dixCCi and https://goo.gl/DzcCgQ, respectively. It is worth mentioning that our code is generic and user-friendly in a sense that users only have to provide an input file with a specific format to use our code.
Overall performance
In this section, we show the overall performance of the proposed algorithm. We note that in all results' tables in this section, all enhancements discussed in Section 6 are active. Moreover, for each BOMILP/row, averages over the generated 10 instances are reported.
A direct way for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of a BOMILP is to first generate the entire nondominated frontier and then applying a post-processing technique to compute an optimal solution. Note that such a post-processing technique is (of course) computationally expensive since multiple optimization problems have to be solved. In light of this observation, we first compare the performance of the our algorithm with TSM in this section. It is clear that if we show that our approach is faster than TSM then the proposed algorithm is of practical value. Note that, in this study, we do not consider the time that has to be added to the time of TSM because of the post-processing.
In Table 1 to TSM. Bold numbers in the last two columns show the instances that our algorithm has a better performance on them. It is also worth mentioning that the C++ implementation of TSM used in this study is exactly the one that is used in Boland et al. (2015b) .
It is observed that the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms TSM in terms of solution time for most instances. Only for small size instances, the solution time of TSM is better. For large size instances, the solution time of the proposed algorithm is around 22% less than the solution time of TSM on average. Overall, in terms of the number of (single-objective) MILPs solved, the proposed algorithm is better. For the largest class of instances, we see around 11%
reduction in the number of (single-objective) MILPs solved. Table 2 provides more details about the main operations of the new algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1. We observe that Line-Detector operation takes the most time to solve a (singleobjective) MILP with the overall average of 0.77
sec. #MILPs
. That is the main reason that we develop enhancements E 3 and E 4 in Section 6. We also note that the second most expensive operation is the Explore-Triangle with the overall average of 0.65 sec. #MILPs .
Performance enhancements
In Section 6, we described a total of four enhancements to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm. Let 'time ratio' of A (for a particular instance) be the ratio of the solution time of A (for that instance) to the maximum solution time of the new algorithm observed during the entire set of experiments (for that instance). Figure 14 shows a comparison between time ratios (for all 250 instances) when a particular enhancement is disabled. The first box, i.e., 'All', refers to a configuration that all enhancements are disabled. In the second box, i.e., 'None', no enhancement is disabled. Boxes labeled E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E 4 refer to configurations that only enhancements E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E 4 are disabled, respectively. Observe that, on average, the algorithm performs faster when all enhancements are enabled.
Also, E 3 is the most effective enhancement for improving the performance of the algorithm.
Moreover, disabling all enhancements almost always result in the worst performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, it seems that enhancements E 1 and E 2 are not contributing much in the performance of the proposed algorithm. To better understand the latter, we next compare '#MILPs ratios'. Let #MILPs ratio of A (for a particular instance) be the ratio of the #MILPs solved by A (for that instance) to the maximum #MILPs solved by the new algorithm (for that instance) during the entire set of experiments.
Figure 15 compares #MILPs ratios (for all 250 instances) when a particular enhancement is disabled. Observe that boxes corresponding to None, and E 1 and E 2 are almost identical ('None' is slightly better). That is mainly because that (for our test instances) the algorithm rarely faces a situation that it has to return a corner point of a triangle while splitting it. We start this section, by showing how the relative optimality gap ratio is changing for an instance of C320 during the course of the algorithm. In Figure 16 , the horizontal axis shows the iterations of Algorithm 1 and the vertical axis shows the relative optimality gap ratio for an instance of C320. Note that the vertical axis shows ratios, and so, for example, '2' means '200%' (in terms of percentage). We observe that the optimality gap is decreasing reasonably fast during the course of the algorithm. More importantly, the algorithm has found an optimal solution when the gap is approximately 50%. So, basically around half of the iterations of the algorithm are just for proving that the obtained solution is actually optimal.
This particular example indicates that the proposed algorithm probably performs well if the goal is to just generate an approximate solution rather than an optimal solution. In the remaining of this section, we present the results of a series of experiments to indicate that this is actually the case. Note that since our focus is on approximations, we only use the largest class of instances, i.e., C320, in this section. 29 Relative optimality gap obtained in each iteration 7.3.1. Increasing the optimality gap tolerance
One way to generate an approximate solution is to increase the optimality gap tolerance,
i.e., ε 2 . The default value for ε 2 is 10 −5 (which is equivalent to 0.001%). We now test the performance of the algorithm when ε 2 ∈ {10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 Observe that there is not much difference between the boxes corresponding to ε 2 = 10 −5
and ε 2 = 10 −3 . In fact, we see that for very few cases, the solution time of ε 2 = 10 −5 is actually smaller than ε 2 = 10 −3 , and that is natural since the solution time can fluctuate (when we are running an experiment on a server). Overall, we observe that the solution time improves by around 2% on average by setting ε 2 = 10 −2 . The improvement percentage in the solution time is around 15% and 30% on average for ε 2 = 10 −1 and ε 2 = 5 −1 . 30
Let (x I ,x C ) be an approximate solution and (x * I , x * C ) be an optimal solution. Note that we treat the solution generated when ε 2 = 10 −5 as an optimal solution. We define 'real optimality ratio' as
. The real optimality ratio of the generated approximate solutions for different values of ε 2 can be found in Figure 18 . Observe that the quality of the approximate solution is very close to an optimal solution for all cases. In particular, we observe that even when ε 2 = 5 −1 , the generated optimal solution is always almost optimal since the real optimality ratio is over 0.995. In fact, there are only very few instances that the approximate solution is up to 3% worse than an optimal solution. Real Optimality Ratio Optimality Tolerance (ε 2 )
Figure 18
Real optimality ratio for different optimality tolerances
Overall, we observe from Figures 17 and 18 that we can reduce the solution time by 30%
and still obtaining an almost optimal solution in practice when ε 2 = 5 −1 .
Imposing time limit
Another way of obtaining an approximate solution is to impose a time limit for the proposed algorithm. Let t * be the time required to compute an optimal solution (i.e., when ε 2 = 10 −5 ) for a particular instance. In this section, we study the consequence of imposing a time limit of αt * where α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8} for each instance.
The relative optimality gap ratio that the algorithm is able to reach for different time limits can be found in Figure 19 . Observe that by just spending around 40% of the total time limit, the relative optimality gap reaches to around 50% on average. Observe too that by spending around 80% of the total time limit, the relative optimality gap reaches to around 10% on average.
The real optimality ratio for different time limits can be found in Figure 20 . Observe that even with the time limit of 5% of the total time, the quality of generated approximate solutions 31 is only around 20% worse than the quality of optimal solutions on average. Observe too that the quality of approximate solutions quickly improves as the time limit increase. In fact, with the time limit of 20% of the total time, the quality of generated approximate solutions is almost equal to the quality of optimal solutions on average. Overall, we observe from Figures 19 and 20 that by imposing a time limit of 20% of the total time (required to compute an optimal solution), the proposed algorithm reaches to the relative optimality gap of 100%. However, the generated approximate solutions are almost optimal in practice.
Conclusions
We presented the first criterion space search algorithm for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of BOMILPs. The algorithm is based on TSM and it is easy to implement. We showed that the algorithm is fast and may explore only a small fraction 32 of the nondominated frontier of a BOMILP to compute an optimal solution in practice. We numerically showed that the algorithm converges quickly to an optimal solution and so it is naturally good for computing high-quality approximate solutions. Improving the proposed algorithm and developing effective parallelization frameworks for the proposed algorithm are two future research directions for this study. Moreover, there are several other exact algorithms for solving BOMILPs that can be possibly extended for optimizing a linear function over the set of efficient solutions of BOMILPs. So, exploring similar ideas for those algorithms is also another future research direction.
